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Year 7, 8 and 9 Every day, read through that day’s slides, 

completing the little activities and answering the questions either 

on paper, in your mind or as a discussion with someone at 

home. 

If you a have a spare exercise book or paper, you could create a diary or 

scrapbook of all of your ideas each day and share this with us when we 

get back to school. Every time you see the book symbol, you could write 

your answer down in your exercise/note book.

By the end of the week there is an activity for you to complete and send to 

your tutor by Friday. This week:

1. Complete and send the activity on Slide 29 or 30 to your tutor



Year 10 Log into your google classroom at tutor time. Your tutor 

will be on-line.  Read through each slide for that day, completing 

the little activities and answering the questions either on the 

google chat, on paper or as directed by your tutor.

If you a have a spare exercise book or paper, you could create a diary or 

scrapbook of all of your ideas each day and share this with us when we 

get back to school. Every time you see the book symbol, you could write 

your answer down in your exercise/note book.

By the end of the week there is an activity for you to complete and send to 

your tutor. This week:

1. Complete the activity on Slide 29 and 30 and send to your tutor



This week we are going to be thinking again 

about….. reimagining our responses 
to conflict... through looking at a 
second case study.

Monday: 



Monday: We are going to think about another community that had to be 
rebuilt after tragedy and conflict. 

Rwanda

Think and discuss: 

Do you know anything about the country of  Rwanda?

What do you know?



Genocide
- the deliberate killing of a large group of people, especially 

those of a particular nation or ethnic group.

For example:

Hitler committed genocide when he ordered the killing of the Jews in 

the Second World War.

We can help to prevent genocide if we choose to take a stand.

You may have heard that there was a genocide in Rwanda. 

The next few slides explain what happenned.



Rwanda
Rwanda is a small, hilly country in east Africa. It is home to 

over 12 million people. There were three groups of people 

described as; the Tutsi, Hutu and Twa. 

The Twa were known for their hunting and crafts. The Hutu 

were the largest group and mostly worked on the land. The 

Tutsi owned cattle, which meant they were often the richest 

people. The royal family were mostly Tutsi. 



After World War One, Belgium took control of Rwanda.

They wanted to get the support of the Tutsis, whom they said were more like ‘white’ people. They gave the 

Tutsis more power and wealth. They made everyone carry an identity card to say which group they 

belonged to. 

By the late 1950s there were growing problems in the country. Hutu leaders were calling for more rights 

and the Belgians began to favour the Hutu majority instead of the Tutsis. 



Eventually, Rwanda gained its independence from Belgium but violence between the Hutus and 

the Tutsis continued. At peace talks in 1992 they agreed to share power. However, worried 

about losing power, Hutu extremists began plotting to kill anyone who might take power from 

them, and all Tutsis. 

On the night of 6 April 1994 a plane carrying then-President Juvenal Habyarimana, and the 

president of Burundi - both Hutus - was shot down, killing everyone on board.

Hutu extremists blamed the RPF (Rwandan Patriotic front) and immediately started a well-

organised campaign of slaughter. The RPF said the plane had been shot down by Hutus to 

provide an excuse for the genocide.

They set up a radio station, and newspapers which circulated hate propaganda, urging 

people to "weed out the cockroaches" meaning kill the Tutsis. The names of prominent 

people to be killed were read out on radio.



The government collected lists of people who they had heard were against them, and 

had them killed along with all of their families.

Calling the Tutsi 'cockroaches' helped to dehumanise them in people's minds.
Neighbours killed neighbours and some husbands even killed their Tutsi wives, saying they 

would be killed if they refused.

In 1994, the Hutus committed genocide against the Tutsis.

Remember, Genocide is the planned mass killing of people who belong to a certain 

cultural group to completely get rid of them.

Hutus blocked roads and started killing any Tutsi they found in and around the city of 

Kingali. But this didn't stop in Kigali. Like a virus that spreads and infects everyone, the 

killing soon spread to the entire country. Because people were carrying ID’s the Tutsis 

were easily identified.



Activity 1: Having read the information on the previous slides, discuss or 

write in your diaries, who or what caused conflict and genocide in Rwanda?

Think about ; 

The different groups of 

people involved.

The decisions that were 

made.

Who had the power.

Who had wealth.

What was said.

After World War One, Belgium took control of Rwanda.

They wanted to get the support of the Tutsis, whom they said were more like 

‘white’ people. They gave the Tutsis more power and wealth. They made 

everyone carry an identity card to say which group they belonged to. 



Tuesday: The Genocide in Rwanda and human rights 

violations 



Eventually, Rwanda gained its independence from Belgium but violence between the 

Hutus and the Tutsis continued. At peace talks in 1992 they agreed to share power. 

However, worried about losing power, Hutu extremists began plotting to kill anyone who 

might take power from them, and all Tutsis. 

On the night of 6 April 1994 a plane carrying then-President Juvenal Habyarimana, 

and his counterpart Cyprien Ntaryamira of Burundi - both Hutus - was shot down, 

killing everyone on board.

Hutu extremists blamed the RPF and immediately started a well-organised 

campaign of slaughter. The RPF said the plane had been shot down by Hutus to 

provide an excuse for the genocide.

Lists of people who were against the government, were handed out to 

militias who went and killed them, along with all of their families.

Neighbours killed neighbours and some husbands even killed their 

Tutsi wives, saying they would be killed if they refused.

At the time, ID cards had people's ethnic group on them, so militias set 

up roadblocks where Tutsis were slaughtered, often with machetes 

which most Rwandans kept around the house.

They set up a radio station, and newspapers which circulated hate propaganda, 

urging people to "weed out the cockroaches" meaning kill the Tutsis. The names 

of prominent people to be killed were read out on radio.

Activity 1:  Read all of 

the information we have 

learnt so far about the 

genocide in Rwanda. 

Which rights were 

violated? (there is  a list 

on the next slide to help 

you).



Right to work and to 

join trade unions

Freedom from state or 

personal interference in 

human rights

Right to rest and leisure Right to an education Right to social security

Right to marriage and 

family

Freedom from 

interference with 

correspondence

Freedom from 

discrimination

Right to a nationality 

and the freedom to 

change it

Right to be considered 

innocent until proven 

guilty

Freedom from 

arbitrary arrest 

(arrest for no reason)

Right to own property Right to recognition as a 

person before the law

Right to free 

movement in and out of 

the country

Right of peaceful 

assembly (meeting 

publicly in groups)

Right to participate in 

free elections

Freedom of belief and 

religion

Freedom of opinion and 

information

Right to equality 

before the Law

Right to participate in the 

cultural life of community

Freedom from torture 

and degrading 

treatment

Right to Fair Trial Right to equality Freedom from slavery Right to adequate living 

standard



Eventually, Rwanda gained its independence from Belgium but violence between the 

Hutus and the Tutsis continued. At peace talks in 1992 they agreed to share power. 

However, worried about losing power, Hutu extremists began plotting to kill anyone who 

might take power from them, and all Tutsis. 

On the night of 6 April 1994 a plane carrying then-President Juvenal 

Habyarimana, and his counterpart Cyprien Ntaryamira of Burundi - both Hutus -

was shot down, killing everyone on board.

Hutu extremists blamed the RPF and immediately started a well-organised 

campaign of slaughter. The RPF said the plane had been shot down by Hutus to 

provide an excuse for the genocide.

Lists of people who were against the government, were handed out to 

militias who went and killed them, along with all of their families.

Neighbours killed neighbours and some husbands even killed their 

Tutsi wives, saying they would be killed if they refused.

At the time, ID cards had people's ethnic group on them, so militias 

set up roadblocks where Tutsis were slaughtered, often with 

machetes which most Rwandans kept around the house.

They set up a radio station, and newspapers which circulated hate propaganda, 

urging people to "weed out the cockroaches" meaning kill the Tutsis. The 

names of prominent people to be killed were read out on radio.

Right to be considered innocent 

until proven guilty. Freedom of 

opinion and information

Right to equality.

Right to a Fair Trial

Right to be considered innocent 

until proven guilty

Freedom from state or personal 

interference in human rights

Freedom from torture and 

degrading treatment

Right not to experience 
discrimination
In fact, genocide usually results in all 30 Articles of the 

UDHR being violated



This genocide resulted in Over a million Tutsis and 
moderate Hutus were killed in a period of  100 days (1994).

Take a minute to pause and think about the number of 
people that died.



Over ¾ of the Tutsi population were killed.

Over 2/3 of the people of Rwanda had been 

displaced (forced out of their homes).

14% of the male Hutu population were believed to 

have been killers.

People believe what they were told by the extremists 

and turned on each other, murdering family 

members and neighbours.

Think and discuss-
● Do you think it’s possible for this community to be rebuilt? 
● What do you think would have to happen? 



Activity 1: In your diaries or on paper, summarise your 

discussion, adding any personal thoughts to the questions; 

● Do you think it’s possible for this community to be rebuilt? 
● What do you think would have to happen? 



Wednesday: How was the Rwandan community  rebuilt  
After genocide?

‘Gacaca’ courts in Rwanda

By the year 2000, there were still 115,000 people in prison awaiting trial for crimes 
of genocide. The trials were extremely slow because there were so many 
perpetrators,  and also because many judges had been killed. 

The government decided to set up new village courts like the traditional ones in 
Africa. This system was called gacaca (ga-cha-cha), which literally means justice 
on the grass. They would be run by elected local judges and would encourage 
participation of local people.

One of the government's aims was to give ordinary Rwandans a say in the process 
of peace and reconciliation. President Paul Kagame described the initiative as an 
“African solution to African problems.” 



This is a picture of a Gacaca court. There were just over 12,000 gacaca courts. They ran 
from 2005 until 2012. They tried approximately 1.2 million cases. A person convicted of 
killing might be sentenced to 8 – 11 years in prison if they confessed, but 11 – 19 years in 
prison if they did not.

Importantly, everyone was trained to understand how to build unity and 
reconciliation. This lead to dialogue, forgiveness and peace.



These people were both involved in the genocide. 

What do you think their role might have been? 



Jean Pierre Karenzi was a perpetrator., Viviane is a survivor. 

Jean  killed Viviane's’ father and three brothers.

● What does this picture tell you about Jean and Viviane?. 

Activity 1: Discuss or write- If you were the survivor, what would the picture look like? 

Where would you be standing?

This is Jean Pierre Karenzi  and Viviane Nyiramana



Viviane was interviewed 20 years after Jean 

Pierre killed four members of her family. She 

said “I have granted him pardon, things 

have become normal, and in my mind I 

feel clear”.

Jean Pierre explained to Viviane that he was 

very ashamed of his actions. He was in 

prison until 2005. 

He asked Viviane for forgiveness after being 

trained about unity and reconciliation 

through the courts.

He tried to redeem himself by helping her to 

build a house. 

How was this reconciliation 

possible?



Write in your diaries explaining; 

Why the two groups hate each other- what has 

happened?

How will you go about getting them together? 

What will you say and do to create reconciliation 

and rebuild peace in your world?

What will you need the people to do?

Activity 2: As a leader of your 

world, you have discovered two 

groups of people that hate each 

other and are becoming violent.

You want to bring them together 

to try to reconcile their 

differences and create peace 

between them. 

Suggested sentence starters:

“I have become aware of increasing conflict between two groups of people. I’m worried that 

things will become very violent and that people's lives are at  risk. 

It started when………

I need to……

The problem might be that…..

I will make sure that….

In the future…..



Thursday: Where is Rwanda now?

The new 

Rwandan 

flag

The red, yellow, and green represent the 

pan-African colours. In the flag of Rwanda 

these symbolise, respectively, the blood 

shed for liberation, peace and tranquillity, 

and hope and optimism.



Rwanda now...

Today, Rwanda is one of the safest countries in Africa. 

Women were heavily involved in the Gacaca courts and now make up 68% of the 

parliament. This represents more women involved in politics than in any other 

country in the world.

Watch this clip

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zy0muJcrtwk

(When Rwandans talk about themselves now they say “we” instead of “I” to 

symbolise unity).

Activity 1: Think and discuss; What made this 

transformation from conflict to peace possible? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zy0muJcrtwk
https://www.pngkey.com/maxpic/u2q8w7i1u2o0r5y3/


BUT….Just like in South Africa, lasting peace needs 

on going work and commitment from everyone.

RWANDA in 2019.There are reports about about Human rights 

abuses by the current government…..

Amnesty has reported that; “Those expressing opinions deemed to be critical of the ruling 

party, the government and its policies, faced prosecution and lengthy prison sentences.”

“The right to freedom of association for political opponents remains limited. Senior 

members the United Democratic Forces party were killed or disappeared in suspicious 

circumstances. Others faced harassment and intimidation at the hands of the authorities 

in attempts to stifle their right to freedom of association.”

Source: https://www.amnesty.org/en/countries/africa/rwanda/report-rwanda/

.

https://www.amnesty.org/en/countries/africa/rwanda/report-rwanda/


Think and discuss- What do you think the people of 

Rwanda need to do to keep working for their human 

rights and peace? 



There are two options for your activity: 

Activity 1: Write a letter to someone on your world telling them the stories of the 

conflicts in  South Africa and Rwanda and how the people rebuilt there 

communities. 

Explain what you have learnt and what you need to do now to keep peace on 

you world. You could mention the behaviours and human rights you have 

chosen for your world.

Writing frame suggestions if needed:

Dear……

I recently heard stories about terrible conflicts in the  countries of South Africa and Rwanda. I heard 

that……

This reminded me that in order for our world to live in peace we must….

(you could mention conflict, behaviours, rights, dialogue, forgiveness, reconciliation)

Please will you help me to tell others that ……..

We need to be strong together/ work hard so that…..        AND/OR ACTIVITY 2 next slide 



Activity 2: 

Imagine that all of the rights you had agreed for your world, were violated and 

everyone was suffering. You fear that the country may be on the brink of 

genocide.

Write in our diaries and explain; 

What is happening?

Why is it happening?

What are your fears?

How do you feel? 

What do you need to do?

How will you stop a possible genocide?



Friday. Can you remember what the words mean?

Victim

Perpetrator

Reconciliation

a person who carries out a harmful, 

illegal, or immoral act

a person harmed, injured, or killed as a 

result of a crime, accident, or other 

event or action.

The act of mending broken 

relationships with someone after a 

disagreement-re-uniting, making peace, 

becoming friends

Match the word 

with its 

meaning



After a conflict, many people hope for reconciliation 

between the victim and the perpetrator.

Victim

Perpetrator

Reconciliation

a person who carries out a harmful, 

illegal, or immoral act

a person harmed, injured, or killed as a 

result of a crime, accident, or other 

event or action.

The act of mending broken 

relationships with someone after a 

disagreement-re-uniting, making peace, 

becoming friends



Friday Falinge Family Read

CHILDREN OF RWANDA
BY REVEREND FRANCOIS MURENZI 

Known and unknown are the children of Rwanda

Victims of war and genocide,

Though not with us now we know you’re at peace,

We who survived will remember you.

Ten years onward our hearts still troubled

By lack of justice for survivors,

Help our leaders, bringing peace and hope,

Also preventing the same tragedies.

Will you join me now, remember lives lost,

Will you join me now, pleading to all,

To learn the lessons, that at any cost,

Genocide must end, forever more.

This poem is written by Reverend Francois 

Murenzi 10 years after the genocide. He 

grew up in Rwanda, but moved to the UK 

in 1993. He returned to Rwanda in the 

immediate aftermath of the genocide to try 

and find his Tutsi family members. He was 

reunited with his brother, who had been 

held prisoner by Hutus, and his sister who 

had survived in hiding. Sadly, their parents 

had been murdered in the genocide. 



Think about and if possible discuss with 

someone how this poem links with the words 

perpetrator, victim and reconciliation.


